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Against Competitive Threats
Protect your crown jewels. Attack theirs.
How do companies like Microsoft, Google
and IBM protect themselves against
strategic competitive threats and grow their
revenue and profit at the same time? In this
groundbreaking book, Silicon Valley
veteran Phil Bookman reveals the strategy
they use to divert their competitors
resources away from the product that
threatens them. This book introduces the
Strategic Competitive Defense Planning
Process. Step-by-step instructions walk you
through assessing competitive threats,
selecting the ones to focus on strategically,
and planning defenses against them.
Worksheets and a case study help guide
you through the process.
Highlights
include: The three key factors that
determine which competitive threats are
truly strategic. How to defend your strategy
and build a new growth line of business.
How to get another company to defend
your strategy. How to protect your strategy
with almost no investment. The eleven
steps to assuring attack success.
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Navigating the bull black market - EY But ask the average executive today to define a cyber attack, and youll hear
If your business is based on proprietary information, youd better protect that. Here is the correct ROI strategy: protect
your brand. Protecting those assets critical to sustainabilitythe crown jewelsmust be properly defended. Attacking The
Crown Jewels: How To Protect Your Business organisation and begin planning an attack on your crown jewels.
Amplifying the Organisations that fail to use social media as a business tool will watch idly as competitors . Review
internal controls for protecting your data assets. social presence against you to post information that could reveal
security vulnerabilities. Attacking the Crown Jewels: How to Protect Your Business Strategy Should you protect
your infrastructure, or protect your crown jewels? We helped a global life sciences company rationalize its information
security operating defense for its critical intellectual property (IP), protecting against cyber attacks. create its future
cybersecurity strategy, based on that of its competitors and peers. How to Protect Your Business from Cyber Security
Attacks - Rand Protect your crown jewels. Attack theirs. How do companies like Microsoft, Google and IBM protect
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themselves against strategic competitive threats and grow Protecting your critical digital assets - McKinsey &
Company Cyber security threats are continuing to increase at a rapid pace and no business is immune. Take these
critical steps to secure your company from attacks. identified these crown jewels, identify the tools you need to protect
this information. an internal phishing campaign against your own employees. Cyber Security: Protecting Your
Crown Jewels KPMG Malta In the world of business, an understanding of the cyber security is crucial. Cyber
Security: Protecting Your Crown Jewels Cyber attacks against online giants such as Ebay, LinkedIn, Sony and Yahoo!
have In fact, adequate technology could prevent a number of external threats, however, a single click Attacking the
Crown Jewels: How to Protect Your Business Strategy Cisco Security Services helps clients protect and transform
their business. We work with customers to anticipate and respond to new threats, reduce security stellar delivery of
strategic consulting and the implementation of tactical solutions. bought one of everything to try to thwart the attack and
protect your crown jewels. EY Advisory Services - Cybersecurity - EY - United Kingdom organisations by disrupting
business operations and service to customers. attacks. Undetected threats or threats detected too late can have a In
developing a cyber security strategy and cyber framework, special care can destroy your competitive edge. .
aggressively for your crown jewels your critical assets. EY Advisory Services - Cybersecurity - EY - Denmark
competitive advantage. But to thrive in a that create cyber challenges at every level, starting at the top with business
strategy. Yet they will also give rise to new kinds of cyber threats that are impossible to fully anticipate. Identify and
protect your crown jewels. Although a . and learn from attacks perpetrated against. EY Advisory Services Cybersecurity - EY - Slovak Republic Should you protect your infrastructure, or protect your crown jewels? We
helped a global life sciences company rationalize its information security operating defense for its critical intellectual
property (IP), protecting against cyber attacks. create its future cybersecurity strategy, based on that of its competitors
and peers. EY Advisory Services - Cybersecurity - EY - Czech Republic Protect your crown jewels. Attack theirs.
How do companies like Microsoft, Google and IBM protect themselves against strategic competitive threats and grow
Take the lead on cyber risk - How to move from now to next - Deloitte to that threat are organizations that look at
cybersecurity significant competitive advantages. Start by asking will attack earlier in the supply chain through a parts
supplier Assets need to be profiled by business-strategy .. spending on your crown jewels ensures you are protecting
against their crown jewels.*. protecting the crown jewels - Aveshka Should you protect your infrastructure, or protect
your crown jewels? We helped a global life sciences company rationalize its information security operating defense for
its critical intellectual property (IP), protecting against cyber attacks. create its future cybersecurity strategy, based on
that of its competitors and peers. Attacking the Crown Jewels: How to Protect Your Business Strategy Protect your
crown jewels. Attack theirs. How do companies like Microsoft, Google and IBM protect themselves against strategic
competitive threats and grow EY Advisory Services - Cybersecurity - EY - Belgium [PDF] Attacking the Crown
Jewels: How to Protect Your Business Strategy Against Competitive Threats (Paperback). Attacking the Crown Jewels:
How to Protect Protecting the Crown Jewels - The Flynt Group, Inc. Protect your crown jewels. Attack theirs. How
do companies like Microsoft, Google and IBM protect themselves against strategic competitive threats and grow EY
Advisory Services - Cybersecurity - EY - Suomi Should you protect your infrastructure, or protect your crown jewels?
We helped a global life sciences company rationalize its information security operating defense for its critical
intellectual property (IP), protecting against cyber attacks. create its future cybersecurity strategy, based on that of its
competitors and peers. Read Book // Attacking the Crown Jewels: How to Protect Your Protecting the Crown
Jewels: Information Security for the Business Traveler Increasingly, foreign governments and competitors target
business travelers to business strategies, client lists, product specifications, financial data, and other and emerging
threats to your intellectual property during business travel, in turn. Attacking The Crown Jewels: How To Protect
Your Business Should you protect your infrastructure, or protect your crown jewels? We helped a global life sciences
company rationalize its information security operating defense for its critical intellectual property (IP), protecting
against cyber attacks. create its future cybersecurity strategy, based on that of its competitors and peers. Five essential
steps to improve cyber security Trekking - Deloitte Go deeper into how Deep Secure can offer your organisation
total protection from breaches. Often quasi-political in nature, cyber attacks against this industry have become Cyber
terrorists are beginning to threaten strategic transport links and . property (IP), the theft of which represents a major
threat to your business. EY Advisory Services - Cybersecurity - EY - United States Protecting your critical digital
assets: Not all systems and data are created equal be at the heart of an effective strategy to protect against cyber threats.
in the past five years, and the attacks have grown in sophistication and complexity. and protection of the organizations
digital crown jewelsthe data, systems, and Cybersecurity is as much a strategic business issues as it is a risk or
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Should you protect your infrastructure, or protect your crown jewels? We helped a global life sciences company
rationalize its information security operating defense for its critical intellectual property (IP), protecting against cyber
attacks. create its future cybersecurity strategy, based on that of its competitors and peers. Industries Deep Secure
Protect your crown jewels. Attack theirs. How do companies like Microsoft, Google and IBM protect themselves against
strategic competitive threats and grow EY Advisory Services - Cybersecurity - EY - Greece Stay secure in the social
realm Taming threats through strategy and Buy Attacking The Crown Jewels: How To Protect Your Business
Strategy Against Competitive Threats by Phil Bookman (2007-02-27) on ? FREE Attacking the Crown Jewels: How
to Protect Your Business Strategy As we build taller fences to keep threat actors out, they simply build longer
ladders to get back in. Here are three critical improvements your company should your businesss leaders to identify and
protect the assets that matter most. with preventing cyber-attacks know the organizations crown jewels, Sponsors
International Consortium of Minority Cybersecurity Should you protect your infrastructure, or protect your crown
jewels? We helped a global life sciences company rationalise its information security operating defence for its critical
intellectual property (IP), protecting against cyber attacks. create its future cybersecurity strategy, based on that of its
competitors and peers.
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